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Agree Strongly disagree Strongly agree 

Q2S_Name Q25_Size Q25_Type 

Please outline If you would like If you would like If you would like If you would like to 

the reasons to provide further to provide to provide further provide further 

for your feedback on the further feedback on the feedback on the key 

answers to the key water-related feedback on the key water-related water-related 

previous challenges for the key water- challenges for the challenges for the NSW 

question. NSW Murray related NSW Murray Murray region, please 

Please provide 

details of any 

additional water-

related 

challenges for the 

NSW Murray 

region region, please challenges for region, please upload a file containing 

upload a file the NSW upload a file your additional 

containing your Murray region, containing your comments below. -

additional please upload a additional Type 

comments below. file containing comments below. 

- ID your additional - Size

comments 

below. - Name 

Significant Drought 

growth & resilience & 

development increased 

should be demand for water 

expected in & energy are 

the next 20-40 critical. This 

years. Now is requires more 

the time to get dams in the 

ahead of the mountains with 

future hyrdo power 

infrastructure capability. 

needs 

including 

water 

infrastructure. 

Q12 1 Q12 2 Q12 3 Q12 4 Q13 Q14 

* To what extent do you * To what extent do * To what extent * To what extent Please Please provide 

agree or disagree that you agree or disagree do you agree or do you agree or outline details of any 

these are the key water- that these are the key disagree that these disagree that the additional 

related challenges for water-related are the key water- these are the key reasons water-related 

the Mu - Challenge 1: challenges for the Mu related challenges water-related for your challenges for 

Ensuring resilient water - Challenge 2: for the Mu - challenges for the answers the 

supplies for regional Improving the health Challenge 3: Mu - Challenge 4: to the Murrumbidgee 

centres, towns and and resilience of Addressing barriers Supporting previous region that y 

communities in a aquatic and floodplain to Aboriginal agriculture and question. 

changing climate ecosystems people's water emerging

rights and access industries








